Why are we changing the name of our volunteers?
Our mission is to bring hope, happiness and healing to kids with life-threatening conditions and their families through Adventures. Referring to our volunteers as Adventure Guides will enhance the experience for those helping support our Adventures AND better describes how each volunteer plays a huge role in making Adventures great.

This change will also set us apart from other organizations that service families like ours. And it's fun to say!

How will Adventure Guides be identified at an event?
Adventure Guides will adorn lanyards, vests, t-shirts or some combination thereof. This will help you stand out and Fuel the Adventure for our families.

How do I receive an Adventure Guide shirt?
After an Adventure Guide has volunteered at five opportunities they will receive an Adventure Guide shirt in the mail.

Shirts can also be purchased for a nominal fee.

Are those who support efforts at the office or on a committee called Adventure Guides too?
Yes! Everything that we work on at A Kid Again supports our effort to provide Adventures, so no matter how you volunteer your time, you'll be an Adventure Guide.

How can I help get the word out about Adventure Guides?
A Kid Again is always looking for more members of the community to help guide our Adventures. If you know of someone wanting to help provide smiles to our families, have them visit the Adventure Guide section of www.akidagain.org to learn more and get involved.